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ABSTRACT
Some underwater vehicles utilize multiple types of depth actuators to achieve
depth control to take advantage of desirable properties of each actuator in differ-
ent situations. The Lagrangian Float developed at URI uses both a piston style
variable buoyancy system (VBS) and a thruster to achieve depth control. The
purpose of this work is to develop a single control system to intelligently balance
actuation between the thruster and VBS that takes advantage of the properties
of each actuator. A three part state feedback controller was developed. The con-
troller calculates a control force, uses a pair of complementary filters to allocate the
control, and translates the control forces into actuator inputs using actuator mod-
els. The filters were designed to apply low-frequency control inputs with the VBS
and high-frequency control inputs with the thruster. The controller was tested
both in simulation and in the field, and was able to provide a robust method of
tracking reference trajectories while allocating the desired control between the two
actuators.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Depth control is a fundamental requirement for many classes of underwater
vehicles including autonomous, manned, and remotely operated systems. The ma-
jority of underwater vehicles use either lifting surfaces, thrusters, or variable buoy-
ancy systems for depth control. Small, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)
such as the commercially produced REMUS vehicle [1] are ballasted near neutral
and use small lifting surfaces to adjust the vehicles pitch to ascend or descend.
Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) ranging from small electric vehicles such as
the Kaxan ROV [2] to large hydraulic vehicles like JASON [3] are ballasted posi-
tively and utilize thrusters to maintain depth. Vertical thrusters are less common
in AUVs but they are used in some applications like the SeaBed vehicle [4] which
is designed for low-altitude image surveying. Variable buoyancy systems are often
used in a class of AUVs called Lagrangian floats. Lagrangian floats drift with the
current while adjusting their depth to collect data in different parts of the water
column. Floats using variable buoyancy systems have been developed for a variety
of applications [5, 6] including a system developed at URI described in [7].
Each of these actuation methods are accompanied by trade-offs related to
important vehicle characteristics such as maneuverability and power use. To
make a broad generalization, thrusters provide the highest maneuverability with
the greatest power draw, while buoyancy systems provide the most power effi-
cient way to make large depth changes. Lifting surfaces can provide a reasonable
power/maneuverability middle-ground as long as the vehicle is maintaining a mini-
mum forward speed through the water. Both thrusters and lifting surfaces however,
require a constant use of power to compensate for constant disturbances acting on
1
the vehicle such as a non-zero net buoyancy.
The limitations of each of these actuation methods has led to increasing inter-
est in vehicles that utilize more than one form of heave actuation. The Seahorse [8]
uses a variable ballast system (VBS) to maintain depth and trim; which reduces
drag and increases endurance for longer missions. The Tethys vehicle [9] takes this
one step further and complements its VBS by moving the batteries to control the
vehicle pitch so it can use the vehicle body as a lifting surface when travelling too
slow for the fins to be effective. Similarly, the Delphin2 AUV [10] employs both
lifting surfaces and tunnel thrusters because lift based actuators lose authority
when the vehicle is hovering to perform close inspection operations.
The inclusion of multiple vertical actuators on these vehicles makes them
over-actuated in heave, meaning they have more than one method available to
control the single degree of freedom. This means that the control system for
the vehicles must include some method of context aware actuator switching or
allocation to utilize both forms of actuation. Previous work has addressed over-
actuated AUV systems utilizing a combination of lifting surfaces and thrusters
[11, 10] in great detail. Prior work incorporating heave over-actuated AUVs with
VBS systems has mostly focused on initial ballast and trim operations [8] or keeping
the vehicle neutral at depth in lifting surface actuated vehicles [12]. A theoretical
control methodology for a thruster/buoyancy hybrid AUV has been presented in
[13] based on the Folaga AUV described in [14] but the proposed controller was
not implemented or tested.
1.2 Overview of Lagrangian Float Vehicle
The shallow water Lagrangian float vehicle developed at URI is a man portable
platform for conducting science missions in shallow (less than 100m) water envi-
ronments. The vehicle, shown in Figure 1, consists of a primary housing containing
2
batteries, system and sensor electronics, a magnetic system for releasing a dispos-
able drop-weight, and a piston that acts as the float’s VBS system. A small ARM
Figure 1. The URI Lagrangian float configured to perform seafloor imaging surveys
architecture computer inside the primary housing is responsible for logging most of
the sensor outputs and using measurements from the pressure sensor and altimeter
located on the bottom of the float to make control decisions. It also contains a
GPS/Iridium antenna and a strobe which are used to locate the vehicle for recov-
ery. Their are two external housings attached to the float. One contains a stereo
pair of cameras and a PC-104 computer which to operates the cameras, stores
images to an on-board solid state drive, and performs computer vision processing.
The other housing contains a flash that is triggered by the camera system.
Autonomous Lagrangian floats have been developed and used for a variety
3
of scientific applications including active profiling, and water parcel tracking [5].
The Lagrangian float developed at URI was originally developed to perform water
column profiling with instruments such as a CTD (Conductivity, Temperature,
Depth) and Fluorometer [7]. Depth control was accomplished using the variable
ballast system (VBS) to perform profiling and constant depth/altitude control
[15]. The vehicle has since been adapted to perform seafloor imaging for the
purposes of seafloor classification and environmental monitoring [16]. The float is
an attractive platform for this type of work due to its low cost and modest support
equipment requirements compared to operating a typical camera equipped AUV.
This application requires the vehicle to precisely maintain a prescribed altitude
less than three meters from the sea floor while drifting over varied terrains such as
flat sediment or rocky habitat.
While the legacy control system and actuator in the float were somewhat
capable of following the bottom to perform imaging surveys, the constantly chang-
ing bathymetry resulted in continuous operation of the piston and long period
oscillations in the controlled altitude. Constantly operating the piston wastes an
increasing amount of power as the vehicle goes deeper due to the increasing hydro-
static pressure. With future plans to increase the depth capability of the float, a
thruster was incorporated into the vehicle design to provide better altitude follow-
ing performance and reduce the piston usage for making small depth adjustments.
Using the newly added thruster to perform bottom following was initially con-
ducted by controlling the two actuators separately. The piston would be used only
for long depth changes and commanded to a pre-set value during bottom following.
The thruster was only enabled during bottom following. While this did constitute
an improvement over the existing system; applying control to each actuator inde-
pendently does not take full advantage of the differentiated characteristics of the
4
actuators. It also required writing a separate controller to make large buoyancy
driven depth changes and a scripted transition between control modes to enter
or exit bottom following. Ideally, a single control system should intelligently bal-
ance actuation between the thruster and the piston based on the time history of
actuation requested by the controller. For example, if the vehicle is following an
uphill slope the controller will request a small constant force that can be sent to
the piston to make the vehicle slightly positive while using the thruster to react to
higher frequency variations in the bathymetry. In the limiting case this controller
should move the piston toward the neutral buoyancy position while operating at
a nominally constant depth, and allow the thruster to make fine scale altitude
adjustments.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a model of the float dynamics and discusses how the
model was used to simulate operation of the float.
• Chapter 3 states the goals of the new controller design, develops the compo-
nents of the controller and describes the complete control system and how it
was implemented on the float.
• Chapter 4 presents results of simulations using the new control system and
discusses the effectiveness of the controller and trade-offs associated with the
control allocation approach.
• Chapter 5 details results of vehicle tests conducted in a testing tank and in
Narragansett Bay and compares the results with simulations. It also briefly
summarises the control systems operation in the field on a recent cruise to
Scott Reef in the Sea of Timor.
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• Chapter 6 restates and expands conclusions reached in previous sections, and
suggests future work to expand and improve the new control system.
6
CHAPTER 2
Float Dynamics and Simulator Implementation
2.1 Float Dynamics
To develop and test a controller for the float, a model of the float’s dynamics
was first developed. Variables used to develop the float model are given in table
1. A free body diagram of the float is shown in Figure 2. We are only interested
Table 1. Float Dynamics Variables
Variable Description Units Value
z float depth m X
z′ w float velocity m/s X
z′′ w˙ float accel. m/s2 X
Fb buoyancy force N X
Fd drag force N X
Fg gravity force N X
Fa applied force N X
Fp piston force N X
Ft thruster force N X
mi inertial mass kg X
mf float grav. mass kg 28.3
ma added mass kg 3.5 ·mf
Vf float vol. m
3 0.0278
Vp piston water vol. m
3 0− 4.0× 10−4
A cross sect. area m2 0.0962
ρw water density kg/m
3 1025
g gravity accel. m/s2 9.81
Cd coeff. of drag X 1.966
in forces acting on the float in the z direction because the float has no ability to
control itself in x or y. Motion in z is also largely decoupled from the x y drift.
The float is acted upon by four forces in the z direction. By design, the force
exerted by gravity on the float Fg and the buoyant force caused by the float’s
displacement Fb are close in magnitude. When the float is moving it is acted on by
7
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Figure 2. Free body diagram of the Lagrangian float
Fd a hydrodynamic drag force which opposes the motion. Finally the float’s two
actuators, thruster and piston, control the float by exerting an additional force on
the system, Fa.
The reaction of the float to these forces is governed by equation 1 where mi
is the inertial mass of the float.
Fg + Fb + Fd + Fa = miz
′′ (1)
The inertial mass is composed of three factors; the gravitational mass of the float
mg, the added mass ma due to the float deflecting water as it moves, and the mass
of any water in the piston. By pulling water inside the float, the piston increases
the inertial mass of the system by the volume of the water added, Vp, times its
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density ρw. The inertial mass of the float is then given by equation 2.
mi = mg +ma + ρwVp (2)
Expanding the terms on either side of equation 1 yields
Fg︷ ︸︸ ︷
(mfg) +
Fb︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ρwgVf ) +
Fd︷ ︸︸ ︷(
1
2
ACdρwz
′|z′|
)
+
Fa︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ρwVpg) + Ft = (mg +ma + ρwVp)z
′′, (3)
where the Fa term is composed of the mass of water added to the piston times
gravity, ρwVpg, plus any additional force provided by the thruster, Ft. Modelling
of Ft will be accomplished using an empirical model of the thruster developed in
section 3.4.2.
The model developed in equation 3 can be simplified by noting that the con-
tribution of the water drawn into the piston is a small component of the inertial
mass, implying
ρwVp << mg +ma. (4)
however the piston water often represents a large contribution to the force applied
to the system (5) because the drag force Fd tends to be small at low speeds and
the float is designed such that Fg + Fb ≈ 0.
‖ρwVpg‖ > ‖Fg + Fb + Fd‖ (5)
This allows us to ignore the mass or the piston water relative to the inertial mass
of the float mi without introducing a large error in the modelled acceleration of
the vehicle. Solving equation 3 for the float’s acceleration z′′ with this assumption
yields equation 6.
z′′ =
(mfg) + (ρwgVf ) +
(
1
2
ACdρwz
′|z′|)+ (ρwVpg) + Ft
(mg +ma)
(6)
Further simplifications of this model were made to develop the controller in section
3.2, but the model presented here is adequate to create a simulation of the float.
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To use this model to simulate the float, a solution to the second order dif-
ferential equation (6) representing the float’s acceleration needed to be found as
a function of time. Also the time varying inputs from the controller Ft and Vp
needed to be incorporated in the solution. This was accomplished by first writing
equation 6 as a system of first order ode’s by letting y0 = z and y1 = z
′.[
y′0
y′1
]
=
[
y1
(mfg)+(ρwgVf )+( 12ACdρwy1|y1|)+(ρwVpg)+Ft
(mg+ma)
]
(7)
Equation 7 can then be iterated using a Runge-Kutta integrator to simulate the
float’s motion for a given piston volume, Vp, and thruster force, Ft.
10
CHAPTER 3
Control System Design
3.1 Control System Goals
The control system developed for the float should address the over-actuated
design of the vehicle by providing an intelligent and easily adjusted method of
balancing actuation between the thruster and piston. The balanced use of the
thruster and piston should be driven by the key characteristics of each actuator.
The thruster excels at making small, high-frequency, adjustments to the float’s
depth but running it constantly to hold the float at depth requires a constant use
of power. The piston does not require power to continually exert long duration
forces on the system but the power required to change the applied force are depth
dependent. The controller should also provide good altitude tracking performance
over variable bathymetry so photographs taken during the dive are all from ap-
proximately the same distance from the bottom. Lastly, the control system should
provide a robust method of following step inputs and bottom tracking trajectories
with minimal empirical tuning. This robustness should allow for the controller to
be insensitive to reasonable addition or removal of equipment. Adjustments to the
controller, required for substantial adjustments to the vehicle, should be possible
without relying on precise knowledge of the new vehicle model.
This chapter will detail the design of a three part control architecture to meet
these goals. Generation of the desired control force to track a given reference is
done using a single-input state feedback tracking system. The control force is
then allocated between the two actuators using a pair of complementary filters.
The control signals for the two actuators are then calculated using the individual
desired forces and a model describing how the actuators effect the system.
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3.2 State-Feedback Controller
To develop a state feedback controller the model given in (6) must first be
written as a linear plant model. This model contains a non-linear drag term so
it can not be completely represented linearly. The goal of this controller is to
provide good step tracking and constant altitude control. In these conditions the
float should be operating very close to zero vertical velocity for small step inputs.
The drag term can be linearised about zero, causing it to drop out of the equation.
The model can then be written replacing the second derivative of the depth z′′
with the first derivative of the velocity ω˙.
(mg +ma)ω˙ = (ρwgVf )− (mgg)− (ρwgVp) + Ft (8)
The control approach used here will handle the allocation of control commands
to the two actuators independently of the control problem. Equation 8 can be
further simplified by combining the piston and thruster terms back into the Fa
term, and treating the difference between the vehicles buoyancy and it’s weight as
a disturbance acting on the system, such that they drop out of the model
(mg +ma)ω˙ = Fa. (9)
The state space plant model of the float vehicle with depth z and velocity ω is
then
x˙︷︸︸︷[
z˙
ω˙
]
=
A︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0 1
0 0
] x︷︸︸︷[
z
ω
]
+
b︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0
1
mg+ma
] u︷︸︸︷[
Fa
]
y =
C︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 0
] x︷ ︸︸ ︷[z
ω
]
.
(10)
The continuous time model given in 10 represents a real system that will
be sampled at discrete intervals by the controller and new control inputs will
only be calculated at each interval. To account for the sampling rate of these
12
discrete updates, an equivalent discrete time plant model must be calculated. The
equivalent discrete time model for a continuous linear system can be found using
the zero order hold relationship [17]:
x[k] = x(t)|t=kT
u[k] = u(t)|t=kT
x(t) = eA(t−t0)x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
eA(t−t0)bu(t)dτ
(11)
Given a sampling interval T , letting t0 = kT and t = (k + 1)T the equivalent
difference equation can be written:
x[k + 1] = eATx[k] +
[∫ (k+1)T
kT
eATbdτ
]
u[k] (12)
Substituting Φ = eAT and Γ =
∫ (k+1)T
kT
eATbdτ and noting that the integral defin-
ing Γ can be shown to be a constant, the zero order hold equivalent model is
then
x[k + 1] = Φx[k] + Γu[k]. (13)
 
x[k+1]=Φ x + Γu 
y = Cx Ʃ 
xa[k+1] = Φaxa + Γae 
y = K2xa 
K1 
Ʃ 
x 
y 
e r 
- - 
u 
plant additional dynamics 
Figure 3. A typical tracking system control architecture. The gains K1 and K2
are designed so that the system makes the output y equal to the reference input r
.
The state feedback tracking system developed here will use a typical reference
tracking architecture shown in Figure 3. In this architecture, the poles of the
reference input are included as additional dynamics along with the plant model.
The gain matrices K1 and K2 are determined by using pole placement to regulate
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a design model that is the cascade of the plant and the additional dynamics.
The additional dynamics matrix Φa should be chosen to include the poles of the
reference trajectory the control system is intended to track [17]. To track step
inputs the additional dynamics is then the Laplace transform of the unit step
function, (1/s), which is a simple integrator. In discrete time this makes the
additional dynamics a digital integrator
xa[k + 1] = Φax[k] + Γaua[k]
Φa = [1]
Γa = [1].
(14)
Given the zero order hold plant model and the additional dynamics matrices Φa
and Γa the design model can then be written with the augmented state vector[
x[k] xa[k]
]T
. [
x[k + 1]
xa[k + 1]
]
=
[
Φ 0
ΓaC Φa
] [
x[k]
xa[k]
]
+
[
Γ
0
]
u[k] (15)
 
x[k+1] = Φd x + Γdu 
-[K1, K2] 
x u 
design model 
Figure 4. The system used to place the closed loop poles of the control system.
The design model shown is the cascade of the plant and the additional dynamics
The regulated design model is shown in Figure 4. The choice of the closed
loop poles of this system will determine the settling time and step response char-
acteristics of the state-feedback regulator. The normalized bessel poles [17] scaled
by a factor Ts given in 16 were then chosen to regulate the system. The scaling
factor Ts was chosen to produce a settling time in line with the capablities of the
system.
Ps =
[−4.0530−2.3400i
Ts
−4.0530+2.3400i
Ts
−4.62
Ts
]
(16)
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These scaled bessel poles are given in continuous time, so to use them with our
discrete time regulator they need to mapped from the s-plane to the z-plane. This
can be accomplished with the following relationship
Pz = e
TPs (17)
where the sampling period of of the controller T = 0.1 seconds.
The control gains K1 and K2 were found using the MATLAB pole placement
algorithm ‘place’, the design model (15) and the z-plane closed loop poles in (16).
The resulting feedback gains were:
K1 =
[
6.3841 41.1525
]
K2 =
[
0.0361
] (18)
Using these gains a simple simulation was run to show the step response of the
controller regulating the linear plant model. Figure 5 shows the step response of the
controller given a reference of -1 meter. The controller settles to the commanded
reference in 50 seconds.
Now that the complete state feedback controller is formed it would be useful
to have a measure of how robust the controller is to perturbations. To evaluate
the controller, an unknown perturbation system ∆(s) is added to the input to the
plant as show in Figure 6. For convenience this figure shows an analog control
system. Setting the input r to zero, the transfer function from w to v can then
be found. The small gain theorem states that the feedback interconnection of any
two stable systems is stable as long as the product of their system infinity norms
is less than one [18]. The system shown in Figure 6 is then stable as long as:
‖∆(s)‖∞ < 1‖H(s)‖∞ (19)
The value of 1‖H(s)‖∞ can then be used as a measure of how large ‖∆(s)‖∞ can
be to maintain a stable system. Known as the input multiplicative robustness
15
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Figure 5. The control system tracking a step input of −1 using the linear plant
model without disturbances. The settling time is about 50 seconds.
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Figure 6. The system used to evaluate the input multiplicative robustness bound
for the controller. The H(s) system outlined is the controller and plant model
evaluated from w to v with r = 0. The ∆(s) system is an unknown disturbance
acting on the plant input.
bound (δ); values closer to 1 represent a more robust system, while controllers
where δ < 0.5 often perform poorly. The float digital state-feedback controller was
found to have an input multiplicative robustness of δ = 0.75 meaning it should be
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capable of tolerating reasonable plant model errors.
One issue with the proposed state-feedback controller presented here is that
it has no knowledge of the actuation limits of the float. If the float is asked to
perform a large depth change it will be unable to reach the desired depth within
the settling time of the controller. This will lead to the integrator state variable xa
winding up and greatly overestimating the disturbance on the system. When the
float does reach the desired depth it would need to un-wind this estimate before
resuming useful operation. Unfortunately, the xa state variable is responsible for
both disturbance rejection and reference tracking inside the controller so simply
limiting it’s value without considering the input reference r would prevent the
controller from tracking properly.
To solve this problem a disturbance d can be added to the plant input u of
the tracking system shown in figure 3. The system can be re-written with inputs
r and d. [
x[k + 1]
xa[k + 1]
]
=
[
Φ− ΓK1 ΓK2
−ΓaC Φa
] [
x[k]
xa[k]
]
+
[
0
Γa
]
r[k] +
[
Γ
0
]
d[k] (20)
The steady state value of this system for a given r and d can then be found.
xss =
(
I −
[
Φ− ΓK1 ΓK2
−ΓaC Φa
])−1 [
0 Γ
Γa 0
] [
r
d
]
(21)
The steady state values of x1 and x2 from equation 21 are x1 = r and x2 = 0
because the controller is designed to set them to those values. The value of xa,
though, represents the steady state value of the additional dynamics integrator for
a disturbance of magnitude d. To make use of equation 21 in the control system,
two disturbance bounds were specified (dmin, dmax), in addition to defining the
input reference r. These disturbance bounds represent the maximum constant
disturbance that could reasonably act on the system in either direction. The
steady state value of xa for each of these disturbances then provides a minimum
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and maximum value for the integrator xa at the given reference r that effectively
prevents it from winding up during long depth moves. This approach does not
prevent the K1 gain from requesting large control inputs when the float is far
away from it’s reference but these can be capped to the total capability of the two
actuators before being passed to the control allocation step of the controller.
3.3 Complementary Control Allocation
The output of the controller developed in section 3.2 is a single force value
that should be exerted on the system for the next time step. In order to effectively
utilize both actuators we want to split this force between the piston and thruster.
The thruster is most effective at exerting high frequency forces on the system but
running it to exert constant or low frequency forces uses power constantly. The
piston in contrast is unable to apply high frequency control inputs but it does
not use any power when exerting a constant force on the system. Based on these
properties, a complementary filter was chosen to allocate the control signal between
the two actuators.
Complementary filters are a common tool in signal processing used to esti-
mate a single value from measurements made by different sensors. If the noise
characteristics of the sensors are such that each sensor displays lower noise in a
specific frequency band, a set of filters can be written such that the output is a
combination of the sensor inputs. Each filter passes only the band where its sensor
has low noise characteristics. The present actuator allocation can be viewed as
an analogous problem. The desired input force to the system is provided by some
form of controller and the actuators available to the system have desirable proper-
ties within specific frequency bands. A set of filters can divide the force input over
a number of frequency bands to exert the same total force on the system while
utilizing only the desirable frequency bandwidth of each actuator.
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For the piston and thruster actuators, a pair of complementary filters similar
to those presented in [13] were used, one for each actuator. The filter for the
thruster was a second order high pass filter with the transfer function
P1 =
τ 2f s
2
τ 2f s
2 + 2τfs+ 1
. (22)
Where τf controls the cut-off frequency of the filter. The complementary low pass
filter for the piston is found using the complementary condition for a set of N
filters
N∑
k=1
Pk(s) = 1. (23)
This condition requires that the gain of all the filters sums to one across all fre-
quencies. The low pass filter is found to be
P2 =
2τfs+ 1
τ 2f s
2 + 2τfs+ 1
. (24)
Figure 7 shows the frequency response of the two complementary filters with
the cut-off frequency τf set to 200 seconds. These two filters were implemented
in the controller using a zero order hold equivalent discrete filter sampled at the
controller’s operating frequency.
The output of these filters theoretically reproduces the desired force output
on the system except in one case. Similar to the wind-up issues with the state-
feedback integrator, if either actuator saturates the actuation of the system will
no longer reflect the requested control input. This is most likely to happen during
long depth changes when the piston may reach it’s total capability to exert force in
the direction of travel but the controller output may still allow larger force inputs
to the filter. This extra force will be exerted by the thruster until it persists long
enough to roll-off into the low pass filter, but the saturated piston can no-longer
apply it. There are a number of approaches to solve this issue depending on the
desired behaviour. The chosen solution was to hold the low pass filter value when
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Figure 7. Frequency responses of the two complementary filters with τf = 200
the piston reaches either extreme and bypass any remaining force to the thruster
until the total requested force returns to a value inside the piston’s capability.
This maintains the correct total output force at all times, at the expense of energy
consumption by the thruster.
3.4 Actuator Models
To accurately exert the forces generated by the control allocation a mapping
from these force values to the actuator input signals is needed. This section will
develop simplified models for the piston and thruster needed to calculate the piston
volume and thruster current commands.
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3.4.1 Piston Model
From section 2.1 the model for the force exerted by the piston was given as
part of equation 6
Fp = ρwVpg. (25)
Making the assumption that all the water ingested by the float is a constant density,
the force exerted by the piston can be related directly to the additional volume of
water in the piston
Vp =
Fp
ρwg
. (26)
The command output by this model is the desired volume of the piston. The
piston itself is controlled by a motor with an encoder connected to a gearbox and
lead screw. The software driver running on the float handles the conversion from
the controller command in millilitres to motor counts, which is defined by the
diameter of the piston, lead-screw pitch, gear-box ratio, and motor encoder counts
per revolution.
3.4.2 Thruster Model
A model for the Seabotix BTD-150 thruster used on the float was developed
empirically using a series of calibration tests. This provided a relationship between
the steady state bollard thrust provided by the thruster and the current provided to
the thruster motor. More complex thruster models which account for non-bollard
thrust and transient states like thrust reversals have been presented in other work
[19] but the thruster on the float is not instrumented to make use of them. These
models control and measure the propeller shaft angular velocity which can be
reasonably related to thrust forces with a hydrodynamic model of the thruster
blades and duct. The Seabotix BTD-150 is a brushed thruster controlled with a
closed loop current motor controller. Any model based thruster controller would
require a DC motor model between the control and the hydrodynamic model.
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The thruster calibration tests were performed in a tank using the float’s ability
to adjust it’s buoyancy. The float was first ballasted and a PID controller moved
the piston to achieve neutral buoyancy. The thruster was then set to push the
float up at a set current while the piston PID controller would find a new neutral
point for the piston. Using the piston model developed in the previous section, the
force required to compensate for the thruster force was determined as
Ft(A) = ρwVpg. (27)
This was repeated at 0.1 amp increments with additional weights added to the
float when the thruster force overcame the force range of the piston.
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Figure 8. Thruster force measurements and a quadratic fit. The thruster has a
dead zone where it creates no thrust between 0 and -0.3 A.
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The results of the thruster calibration are shown in Figure 8. The thruster
overcame it’s internal friction and ‘cut-in’ at -0.3 amps and was roughly quadrati-
cally related to the applied current afterwards. The measurements shown in Figure
8 required some averaging of the piston volume to account for small oscillations
around the neutrally buoyancy point during the calibration. Although the thrust
produced by the thruster is likely asymmetrical, the calibration was only conducted
running the thruster in one direction and used bidirectionally.
The thruster model used is given in equation 28 where the coefficients a, b,
and c are from the fit shown in figure 8.
Ft =

aI2 + bI + c : I ≤ −0.3
0 : −0.3 < I < 0.3
−aI2 − bI − c : I ≥ 0.3
(28)
This model was then inverted to calculate the current required for a desired force.
The final thruster model (28) in both directions is shown in Figure 9.
I = ±
√
Ft
a
− c
a
+
(
b
2a
)2
− b
2a
(29)
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3.5 Complementary Control System
Combining the control system components described in sections 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4, the complete control system can be constructed. Figure 10 shows a block
diagram of the control system. The state-feedback regulator with integrator lim-
iting is used to create the control signal u. This signal is then constrained to the
combined capability of both actuators and passed to the pair of complementary
filters. The output of the two filters is then passed through the actuator models
and the control signals are sent to the actuators. The output of the plant y is
the measured depth, which is used as an error signal for the tracking system. The
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state-feedback controller developed earlier utilized full state feedback measures of
both depth and velocity. The actual float does not have a direct measurement of
its velocity and instead used a filtered derivative of the depth measurement. This
measurement of velocity worked for testing the basic principles of the controller
but the controller might benefit from a better estimate of velocity such as that
provided by an observer [17].
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Figure 10. A block diagram of the complete control system used to control the
float
3.6 Thruster Control System
The control system developed in the previous section can also be configured
to only use the thruster to control the float while setting the piston to a constant
value. This eliminates the complementary control allocation to provide a more
traditional single input single output control system for comparison in simulations.
The constant value of the piston volume can also be set to introduce a constant
disturbance of a known magnitude in simulations to represent the uncontrolled net
buoyancy of the system. A block diagram of the thruster only control system is
shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11. A block diagram of the control system using only the thruster
3.7 Control System Implementation
The control systems shown in Figure 10 and 11 were implemented in Python
and designed to communicate with the float’s mission execution system, sensor
drivers and actuator drivers. The two controller configurations (complementary
and thruster only) were set up so they could be activated by a mission plan at
different points throughout a mission. The mission executor then passed either a
depth reference or an altitude reference to the controller to control the float.
Within the controller, the implementation of the complementary filter used a
Python signal processing library to compute the zero order hold equivalent update
equations for the filter at run time. This allowed the time constant of the filter to
be easily updated through a configuration file between dives or simulations.
3.8 Performance Metrics
To compare the performance of controllers using varied approaches or param-
eters three metrics were developed; tracking performance, thruster power usage,
and piston power usage. These metrics allow quick, quantitative comparisons to
be made between simulations or field tests of the controller.
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3.8.1 Tracking Performance
The tracking performance for a particular mission leg was computed as root
mean square (RMS) of the cross track error. For a leg with n measurements of
the reference r, actual float depth y and time stamp t the performance metric was
computed as:
p =
√∑n−1
i=0 (r[i]− y[i])2 (t[i+ 1]− t[i])
t[n]− t[0] (30)
3.8.2 Thruster Power Usage
The motor controller used for the thruster provided high frequency measure-
ments of the voltage across the motor V and the current I. Within the float sim-
ulator, a fit from motor data was used to approximate the voltage for a requested
motor current so the simulator returned the similar data to the actual float. The
average power used by the thruster during a mission leg with n measurements was
then calculated as:
Pt =
∑n−1
i=0 |V [i]I[i]| (t[i+ 1]− t[i])
t[n]− t[0] (31)
3.8.3 Piston Power Usage
The piston returned measurements of voltage and current however they were
only measured at 1Hz due to hardware limitations of the motor controller and could
not be used in determining the total average power used by the piston during field
trials. Instead, the power usage was estimated using the hydrostatic pressure and
direction of travel of the piston. This relationship was based on the measured power
usage during long piston moves at various depths during field testing where the
slow sampling rate would not affect the power measurement. Because the piston
moves at a consistent velocity when performing volume changes the power used
to pump water out of the piston is approximately linear with pressure. Pulling
water into the piston uses a constant amount of power at all depths due to the
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non-back-drivability lead screw and the internal friction of the system. The power
used by the piston in Watts at each sample can then be written as
Pp[i] =

5 : V˙p[i] > 0
0 : V˙p[i] = 0
8.067 + 0.3925Pdbar[i] : V˙p[i] < 0,
(32)
with the pressure in decibar Pdbar measured from the on-board pressure sensor.
Using this expression for power, the average power for a mission leg with n samples
at time stamps t can be calculated as
Pp =
∑n−1
i=0 Pp[i] (t[i+ 1]− t[i])
t[n]− t[0] . (33)
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CHAPTER 4
Control System Simulation Results and Analysis
4.1 Simulator Implementation
During earlier software development for the float, a mission logic simulator
was developed with the primary goal of testing basic mission planning and abort
behaviours without deploying the vehicle and purposely inducing specific failures.
The simulator communicated with the mission planner and controller software
modules that run the float and generated fake sensor data for them to act on. This
architecture provided an opportunity to develop and test the controller design and
software implementation of the design simultaneously by integrating a realistic
system model into the existing simulator and using the output of the model to
generate the fake sensor data.
The simulator used the model developed in section 2.1 to solve for the float’s
motion using a Runge-Kutta integrator. The integrator is initialized with a set of
initial conditions and waits until it receives a new control input or is scheduled to
emit a periodic sensor measurement. When a control input or sensor output event
occurs, the integrator is advanced to the time stamp of the incoming or outgoing
message before the new inputs are applied to the simulation or measurements are
taken from the simulation to be output as a sensor measurement. This results in
the inputs and outputs to the model occurring after the correct amount of time
has passed in the simulation.
In addition to providing real-time model based sensor outputs, the simulation
can also be run faster than real time without effecting the result of the simulation.
This is possible because both the mission executor and controller software modules
generate their output only when provided an external heartbeat timing message.
The mission executor and controller use the heartbeat time stamp instead of the
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system clock to perform any internal time calculations. By having the simulator
output sensor and heartbeat messages with time stamps representing future times
at a scaled rate and advancing the integrator accordingly the entire simulation can
be run at any speed the computer can handle without affecting the results.
Finally, the ability to extract bathymetry the float had encountered on previ-
ous field tests and re-play it in the simulator was added to allow the simulation of
bottom following missions.
4.2 Simulation Overview
Two types of simulations were used to test the controller.Step input tracking
performance simulations were used to addressed non-linear affects that are difficult
to address analytically and time consuming to test iteratively using the actual
vehicle.
Bottom following simulations over pre-recorded bathymetry were used to in-
vestigate the effect of controller parameters on the power usage and tracking per-
formance metrics. It is difficult to compare various control parameters using the
actual vehicle because the vehicle will encounter a different bottom every time it
is deployed. Using the simulator, the controller could be asked to follow exactly
the same bathymetry repeatedly with different control parameters. To achieve a
realistic bottom profile for testing, bathymetry recorded during earlier field testing
was replayed for the simulations.
In addition to evaluating the controller performance, the simulations also serve
to prove the reliability of the controller implementation for wind-up prevention dur-
ing large depth changes, and other edge case handling. Because the simulator uses
the exact same operational controller code that the vehicle runs, issues encoun-
tered during simulation were corrected before the controller was deployed on an
actual dive.
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4.3 Step Input Tracking Simulations
The step tracking performance of the state feedback controller acting on a
linear model was discussed in section 3.2. Using the complete controller and a more
realistic simulation the effect of actuator allocation and actuator non-linearities
on the step response can be investigated. Two step response simulations were
conducted, one using the thruster controller and the other using the complementary
controller.
4.3.1 Thruster Step Response
The simulated float trajectory, piston volume, and thruster current for a 5
meter depth step are shown in Figure 12. The state-feedback controller using the
thruster only displays acceptable step tracking performance with 48cm of over-
shoot. This overshoot can vary with the volume of the piston because the net
buoyancy of the system is an unknown disturbance that is not easily estimated
until the controller reaches its desired reference.
4.3.2 Complementary Step Response
The float trajectory, piston volume, and thruster current for a 5 meter depth
step using the complementary controller are shown in Figure 13. The step response
of the complementary allocation controller has a similar rise time to the response
of the thruster only state-space controller with less (25cm) overshoot. The steady
state thruster usage is also similar in both cases. The reduction in overshoot com-
pared to the thruster only controller shows one benefit of the control allocation,
the piston volume is no longer an unknown disturbance on the system. The in-
tegrator in the controller is estimating the disturbance on the system before the
contribution of the piston. This can be seen in Figure 14 which shows the same
two depth steps as Figure 12 and 13 in addition to the allocation of forces from the
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Figure 12. Simulation of a 5 meter depth step without using the complementary
allocator. The piston volume was set to 200ml which in this simulation made the
float neutral. (Top) simulated float depth, (Middle) commanded piston volume
shown in red, actual in blue, (Bottom) thruster current.
complementary controller. The initial response of the complementary controller is
dominated by the thruster (fast, high-pass filtered input request) while the steady
state response is dominated by the piston (slow, low-pass filtered input request)
with thruster demand decaying to zero. The low pass filtered component of the
control force reaches a constant value which lowers the average of the high pass
filtered force. This results in the piston volume seeking to make the float neutral
while minimizing usage of the thruster.
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Figure 13. Simulation of a 5 meter depth step using the complementary alloca-
tor with a time constant of 400 seconds. The thruster effort slowly decreases as
the piston volume approaches the neutral point at 200ml. (Top) simulated float
depth, (Middle) commanded piston volume shown in red, actual in blue, (Bottom)
thruster current.
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Figure 14. Simulation of a 5 meter depth step with and without allocation. (Top)
simulated float depth. (Bottom) Pre and post allocation control forces showing
the input (blue) and outputs (red, green) of the complementary filters with a 400
second time constant. The low pass filtered input (red) provides the constant
component of the force required to hold the float at depth, centering the high pass
filtered input around zero.
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4.4 Bottom Following Simulations
In order to test how the float will perform tracking a trajectory similar to those
it might encounter in the field, a number of bathymetry profiles were extracted
from float field data for use with the simulator. The results discussed here use a
bathymetry profile extracted from tests on the Cordell Bank Marine Sanctuary.
These were chosen because the bottom profile has both slow and rapid depth
changes, and contains on-bottom data for over an hour. Each simulation consisted
of the float descending from the surface and holding 45 meters to reach a steady
state. The bathymetry profile playback began when the controller switched to hold
altitude mode and the simulated float would descend to an altitude of 2.5 meters
and begin following the bottom.
4.4.1 Tracking Performance Comparison
To evaluate the tracking performance of the controller and the effect that
adding the control allocation has on the performance of the controller two simula-
tions were run, one with the complementary controller (with allocation) and one
with the thruster controller (no allocation). The piston volume was set so there
was no net disturbance on the float (i.e. neutrally buoyant) in the simulation with-
out control allocation. A filter time constant of 400s was used for the simulation
with control allocation.
The two simulations both with and without allocation are overlayed in figure
15. The two simulations took almost exactly the same path over the bathymetry
profile and there was little difference in the RMS error displayed by the two con-
trollers. Without allocation the average RMS error was 39.52cm and with alloca-
tion it was 39.13cm. This consistency between the two results suggests that the
addition of the complementary actuator allocation had no significant effect on the
tracking performance of the controller.
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Figure 15. Simulation of the float following a pre-recorded bathymetry profile both
with (blue) and without (red) using the complementary allocator. (Top) seafloor
shown in black, (Bottom) RMS track error.
4.4.2 Actuator Usage Comparison
Although the performance of the controllers with and without control alloca-
tion were nearly identical, the usage of the two actuators during the simulations
was not. Figure 16 shows the complementary controller following the bathymetry
profile along with the usage of the piston. The piston volume first increases to
assist the float in sinking to the desired depth, the volume then stays close to
the neutral volume (200ml) for the entire dive. The small piston movements near
the neutral volume respond as expected to the bathymetry profile. When the
bathymetry trends downward the piston volume increases, taking on more water
to make the float heavier and reduce slightly the effort the thruster must make to
descend the slope. Ascending bottom slopes has the opposite effect. Small bumps
in the sea floor are low-pass filtered and do not drive changes in the piston volume.
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Figure 16. Simulation of the float following a pre-recorded bathymetry profile using
the complementary allocator. The piston volume changes only slightly when the
float needs to make a sustained depth change. (Top) seafloor shown in black, float
depth shown in blue, (Bottom) commanded piston volume shown in red, actual in
blue.
Figure 17 compares the thruster usage at the beginning of the bottom fol-
lowing for three simulations. In addition to the complementary control and zero
disturbance (i.e. neutral buoyancy) thruster control simulations, a thruster con-
trol simulation with a constant disturbance of 1N (i.e. net negative buoyancy) was
added. The tracking performance in the three simulations is again, nearly identi-
cal but the thruster use is differently in each case. The thruster is centred around
zero when the disturbance on the float is zero (i.e. neutral buoyancy), and only
exceeds one amp when making a large depth change. When the 1N disturbance
is acting on the float (i.e. net negative buoyancy), the thruster runs almost con-
stantly at minus one amp (negative current thrusts upwards) and requires slightly
longer thrust increases to move up and shorter thrust reversals to move down.
The complementary controller starts the bottom tracking using a similar amount
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Figure 17. Simulation of the float following a pre-recorded bathymetry pro-
file. (Top) simulated float depth and seafloor shown in black, (Bottom) thruster
current using the thruster with no constant disturbance (blue), 1N downward
constant disturbance (green), and using the complementary allocator (red). Note
that the thruster use of the complementary allocator is similar to the 1N con-
stant disturbance thruster usage initially but eventually becomes similar to the
zero disturbance thruster usage.
of thruster current to the constant disturbance simulation but after a few minutes
it is almost tracking the zero disturbance thruster usage.
4.4.3 Power Usage Comparison
Given that the control allocation does not affect tracking performance but
does change the way the actuators are used in achieving that performance, the
next question that can be addressed is what effect the control allocation has on
the power use of the system. This is a difficult question to answer definitively
because it not only depends on the power use characteristics of the mechanical
system, but also on the task and environment of the vehicle. If the float were
trying to only go up, down, or hold depth, it could be assumed that the lowest
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power configuration would be to have the piston empty, full, or full enough to
make the float neutral respectively. For the bottom following use case it might be
expected that holding the piston at a volume that makes the float neutral and using
only the thruster for bottom following uses the least power, especially at deeper
depths where the piston must work against more pressure. These cases make two
assumptions. First, it assumes that the neutral volume is almost exactly known
and second that the neutral volume will not change. In practice variations in the
density of the water and the compressibility of the vehicle can change the buoyant
force on the vehicle slightly during long missions. More importantly the neutral
volume of the vehicle can change due to small equipment changes or operating in
substantially different water masses in-between dives. Re-ballasting the vehicle to
determine the neutral volume for each dive would be impractical and is prone to
error.
Using the power metrics developed in section 3.8 to evaluate the results of
the bottom following simulations some insight into the power usage of the vehicle
can be gained. Figure 18 again shows two bottom following simulations, one using
the complementary controller (with control allocation) and one using the thruster
controller (without allocation) along with the power usage during the simulations.
For the simulation without the control allocation a small disturbance of about
1N was applied to the simulated float by setting the piston volume 100ml away
from its neutral position. This error is based on field experience of a typical rough
guess of the neutral point of the vehicle after moving to a new location or making
equipment adjustments and trying to compensate accordingly using the vehicle
ballast. The power usage of the thruster control simulation shows a fairly consistent
actuator power draw with some peaks associated with high thruster usage during
rapid depth changes. The simulation using the complementary controller shows
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some power spikes much higher than the other simulation, particularly near the
beginning of the bottom following. These are associated with adjusting the piston
against the hydrostatic pressure. Otherwise, the power usage of the controller with
allocation is on average lower than that of the controller without allocation. The
average actuator power consumption in these simulations without using the control
allocation was 6.03 Watts. With the control allocation the simulated float used
only 3.23 Watts.
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Figure 18. Simulation of the float following a pre-recorded bottom profile both
with (blue) and without (red) using the complementary control allocator. (Top)
seafloor shown in black, (Bottom) Total power consumption. The thruster only
simulation had a constant disturbance of 1N acting on it during this simulation.
The results shown in Figure 18 show the power usage of the simulated float
operating around 50 meters deep. To evaluate how the power usage of the system is
affected by its operating depth, the simulation results for different bottom depths
the piston power metric (33) were evaluated with constant shifts applied to the
hydrostatic pressure Pdbar. Figure 19 shows the average actuator power usage when
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tracking the same bathymetry profile at various depths. The piston only curve in
the figure was produced by a simulation run using a previously developed PID
controller using only the piston to follow the bottom. It should be noted that
the tracking performance of this controller is very poor because the piston can
not move fast enough to track the bottom closely, but it demonstrates the power
disadvantages of the piston as the float moves deeper. The two thruster simulations
shown represent the earlier discussed case with a typical constant disturbance of
1N (i.e. net negative buoyancy) as well as the best case scenario where their is no
constant disturbance (i.e. neutral buoyancy) acting on the float.
When comparing the depth dependence of the power usage between these
different cases, the power usage of the piston controller is highly dependent on the
depth of the float. Using the thruster controller is independent of the operating
depth but does depend on how large the constant disturbance acting on the float
is. The power use of the complementary controller is only slightly higher than the
zero disturbance (i.e. neutral buoyancy) thruster controller at shallow depths and
increases slowly as the float moves deeper. Although the increased energy required
to move the piston against the increasing hydrostatic pressure makes the small
piston adjustments more expensive with depth, the large reduction in the use of
the piston due to the control allocation makes this far less of an issue than when
using the piston alone. If the settling time were properly adjusted with depth it
might be possible to keep the increase in power compared to the perfectly neutral
case constant as the float moved deeper.
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Figure 19. Average actuator power usage while following a pre-recorded
bathymetry profile. Using only the piston (blue) uses an increasing amount of
power as the operating depth increases. Using the thruster (pink, black), power
use is independent of depth but increases when their is as constant disturbance
acting on the float. The complementary controller (red) provides less depth depen-
dent power usage than only using the piston and falls between the zero disturbance
and 1N disturbance thruster use cases.
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CHAPTER 5
Field Testing Results and Analysis
5.1 Step Input Tracking Tank Tests
After confirming that the controller functioned as designed with a simulated
vehicle, the float was deployed in a small testing tank to evaluate how well the
simulation results correlate with real world performance. Tests similar to the sim-
ulations run in section 4.3 were conducted to evaluate step tracking performance.
Due to the limited depth of the tank the step input was 2 meters instead of the 5
meter steps tested in the simulations.
Figure 20 shows a 2 meter depth step using the thruster controller. The piston
volume was set to 180ml for this test. Similar to the simulation shown in figure
12, the float exhibits a small amount of overshoot (30cm) before coming to the
desired depth. Unlike the simulation, the piston volume was not set to the exact
neutral point during this test but an attempt was made to be close. This can be
seen by the steady 0.7A current applied to the thruster to hold the desired depth.
Repeating the previous test with the complementary controller, the result
shown in figure 21 is again similar to the simulation results shown in figure 13.
The complementary controller has an overshoot of 18 cm, less than the thruster
controller, and the piston volume moves to make the float neutral and decrease the
thruster usage. Also consistent with the simulations, the thruster moves into an
oscillating mode near zero once the piston reaches neutral. The asymmetry of the
thruster oscillations relative to zero was caused by an error in the thruster model
implementation during these tests. The final volume of the piston was 187ml,
not far from the 180ml used in the previous test but the change was enough to
eliminate the constant use of the thruster to keep the float at the correct depth.
Figure 22 shows the same complementary controller depth step as figure 21
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Figure 20. Tank test of a 2 meter depth step using the thruster controller. The
piston volume was set to 180ml which was slightly less than neutral, resulting in a
constant 0.7 A current applied to the thruster. (Top) measured float depth. (Mid-
dle) commanded piston volume shown in red, actual in blue. (Bottom) thruster
current
along with the input and outputs of the complementary filter. As the float holds
the desired depth the output of the low pass filter slowly moves up to compensate
for the constant component of the requested force, centering the high pass output
around zero. The change in the requested force when the piston reaches neutral is
also associated with the error in the thruster model implementation during these
tests.
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Figure 21. Tank test of a 2 meter depth step using the complementary controller.
The thruster effort slowly decreases as the piston volume approaches neutral at
187ml. (Top) measured float depth. (Middle) commanded piston volume shown
in red, actual in blue. (Bottom) thruster current
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Figure 22. Tank test of a 2 meter depth step showing the input (blue) and outputs
(red, green) of the complementary filters. The low pass filter (red) slowly takes the
constant component of the requested force, centering the high pass signal (green)
about zero. The change in requested force when the piston reaches neutral is
caused by an error in the thruster model implementation. (Top) measured float
depth. (Bottom) pre and post allocation control forces
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5.2 Narragansett Bay Testing
The float was deployed from a small boat in Narragansett bay for a series
of short tests aimed primarily at validating the operation of the control system.
The float was attached to a 50m surface tether consisting of a slightly buoyant
line and a surface buoy to allow for easy tracking and recovery. Figure 23 shows
the depth profile and piston volume for one of the test deployments. For this
deployment the float used the complementary controller to hold an altitude of
1.5m, then switch briefly to using the thruster, re-initialize the complementary
filter to zero and again use the complementary controller to hold 1.5m. On the
first leg, the complementary controller found a neutral volume it stuck with for
about 5 minutes. Afterwards the neutral volume began to decrease and when
the controller re-initialized it picked a lower value than it had during the first
mission leg. This change in neutral volume roughly coincided with the incoming
tide beginning to move the surface buoy up the bay against the small amount
of wind present that day. Based on the reaction of the controller it seems the
change in environmental conditions resulted in the surface buoy tether exerting
less upward force on the float so the controller expelled water from the piston to
compensate instead of holding the float up with the thruster. This suggests that
the controller was able to add or remove water from the piston to compensate for
the constant tether drag. This was not an original motivation for the design of the
controller but it is a useful property because the float is often run with a surface
tether to help track and recover the vehicle. Compensation for the tether drag
will decrease the effect the tether has on the control performance and increase the
range of conditions that a tether can be used.
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Figure 23. Test deployment of the float in Narragansett Bay showing two consecu-
tive re-initializations of the complementary controller. The filter settling time was
200 seconds
5.3 Scott Reef Float Operations
The first operational use of the complementary controller developed here was
during a cruise aboard the R/V Falkor to Scott Reef in the Sea of Timor. The float
completed 21 dives between March 26th and April 4th with the primary objective
of obtaining sea floor imagery from altitudes between 2 and 3 meters at various
sites around Scott Reef. Of the 21 dives, 11 were conducted using a surface float
and tether and 10 were conducted without it. Throughout the cruise the control
system performed as designed. It closely maintained the desired altitude dur-
ing imaging while keeping the thruster use low regardless of equipment/ballasting
changes without the need for any gain tuning or careful re-ballasting of the vehicle.
Figure 24 shows a segment of a dive using the surface tether. The piston
volume takes a few minutes to settle then slowly increases for the remainder of the
dive. When using the surface tether there are a lot of factors that contribute to the
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total disturbance acting on the float. The slight increase in piston volume is consis-
tent with pulling a small additional amount of the buoyant tether line underwater
to go deeper. The more gradually sloping bottom at Scott Reef compared to the
bottom used for the float simulations also resulted in better tracking performance
than was seen in the simulations. On this dive the average RMS track error during
bottom following was 12.65cm.
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Figure 24. Seafloor imaging float dive at an altitude of 2.5m using the surface
tether. The filter settling time was 400 seconds. (Top) seafloor shown in black,
float depth shown in blue, (Bottom) commanded piston volume shown in red,
overlapping the actual in blue.
Comparing the tethered float dive to the un-tethered dive shown in Figure 25,
the piston movement during the un-tethered dive is consistent with the hypothesis
that the tether was the source of the varying disturbance. Because the bottom
was mostly flat and the tether was not present the piston volume hardly changed,
staying between 186ml and 194ml for almost the entire length of the bottom
following leg. This suggests that the controller used the piston to completely
compensate for a constant disturbance acting on the float within ±0.04N of its
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value. The average RMS track error during this dive was 13.38cm, similar to the
performance of the dive using the tether.
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Figure 25. Seafloor imaging float dive at altitudes of 2m, 2.5m, and 3m without
the surface tether. The filter settling time was 200 seconds. (Top) seafloor shown
in black, float depth shown in blue. (Bottom) Commanded piston volume shown
in red, overlapping the actual in blue.
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CHAPTER 6
Future Work and Conclusion
6.1 Future Work
Future work on the complementary controller for the float should address a
few key opportunities to improve the controller.
The first opportunity to improve the performance of complementary allocation
controller involves making an informed choice of the filter time constant. Ideally if
the thruster is exerting a long duration force, the piston should move to decrease
the effort exerted by the thruster only if moving the piston will use less power
than running the thruster the duration of the depth move. It is impossible to truly
minimize the power usage without knowing the desired trajectory beforehand, but
it is known that moving the piston uses more power when the float is deeper.
It would make sense then to increase the minimum duration of the force needed
to start moving the piston as the float goes deeper. This could be achieved by
setting a shorter time constant at the surface and increasing the time constant of
the filter by a linear factor as the float moves deeper. With some consideration of
the actuator properties and field testing, a reasonable depth/time-constant curve
could be developed.
The second opportunity to improve the controller involves the accuracy of
the thruster model and more importantly, the choice of the thruster. Errors in
the model developed for the brushed DC thruster on the vehicle did not appear
to dramatically impact the performance of the controller but small oscillations
in the thruster current can still be seen when the system reaches steady state.
The dead-zone and spin-up time of the thruster may account for some of these
small thrust oscillations. While a better model for the existing thruster could be
developed, there are inherent limitations to modelling the thrust produced by a
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DC brushed thruster. Also the goal of the controller is to make the thruster use
zero at steady state so the weakness of the DC thruster in providing very small
forces predictably is undesirable for this application. A better option would be
to utilize a 3-phase thruster with a shaft speed sensor and change the thruster
control input from motor current to shaft speed. The thruster shaft speed is more
easily related to the actual thrust output of the thruster [19] and the dead-zone of
the thruster could be shrunk because the motor controller would apply additional
current when starting rotation to overcome the static friction in the motor.
6.2 Conclusion
The controller developed here met the goals laid out in section 3.1 and was
successfully demonstrated both in simulations detailed in chapter 4 and field test-
ing detailed in chapter 5. The state feedback controller developed provides a robust
method of tracking a reference trajectory that is independent of the system actu-
ators. The complementary filters used successfully allocated the desired control
between the piston and the thruster to utilize the desired properties of each actua-
tor. Combined with the actuator models, the filter made use of the two actuators
in a way that did not affect the tracking performance of the controller and at-
tempts to minimize the power used by each actuator. The addition of the thruster
and the control allocation was also successful in improving the altitude tracking
performance of the float and reducing the depth dependence of actuator power
usage compared to using the piston alone. Overall, the addition of the thruster
and the complementary control allocation methodology has improved the float’s
ability to conduct constant altitude imaging surveys in a power efficient manor.
The lessons learned from the development of this controller should help motivate
design decisions in the development of a float that can operate deeper than the
current platform and the control methodology will be largely transferable to the
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new vehicle.
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